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Abstract
We study the evolution of bipartite entangled quasi-Bell states in a strongly coupled qubit-
oscillator system in the presence of a static bias, and extend it to the ultra-strong coupling regime.
Using the adiabatic approximation the reduced density matrix of the qubit is obtained for the strong
coupling domain in closed form that involves linear combinations of the Jacobi theta functions.
The reduced density matrix of the oscillator yields the phase space Husimi Q-distribution. In
the strong coupling regime the Q-function evolves to uniformly separated macroscopically distinct
Gaussian peaks representing ‘kitten’ states at certain specified times that depend on multiple time
scales present in the interacting system. For the ultra-strong coupling realm the delocalization
in the phase space of the oscillator is studied by using the Wehrl entropy and the complexity of
the quantum state. For a small phase space amplitude the entangled quasi-Bell state develops,
during its time evolution, squeezing property and nonclassicality of the photon statistics which are
measured by the quadrature variance and the Mandel parameter, respectively.
I Introduction
One of the ubiquitous and most important models in the quantum physics describes a two-level system
(qubit) interacting with a simple harmonic oscillator. In quantum optics it describes the interaction
of an atom with an electromagnetic field mode in a cavity. For a small detuning between the oscillator
and the qubit frequencies, and also for a weak qubit-oscillator coupling, the dynamical behavior of the
interacting system is accurately described by the exactly solvable Jaynes-Cummings model [1] that
employs the rotating wave approximation. Recently, however, a variety of experimental situations
pertaining to the stronger coupling domain, where the rotating wave approximation no longer holds,
have been investigated. Various experimental realizations such as a nanomechanical resonator capac-
itively coupled to a Cooper-pair box [2], a quantum semiconductor microcavity undergoing excitonic
transitions [3], a flux-biased superconducting quantum circuit that uses large nonlinear inductance
of the Josephson junctions to achieve ultrastrong coupling with a coplanar waveguide resonator [4]
have been achieved. The superconducting circuits based on the Josephson junctions behave, in cer-
tain parametric range, as effective two level systems, and can exhibit macroscopic quantum coherence
[5, 6]. These artificial atoms have advantage in that they offer additional flexibility in selecting the
control parameters which facilitate experimental tests of fundamental quantum mechanical principles
at a macroscopic scale [7]. The tailor-made physical characteristics of the superconducting circuits
and their easy adjustability, say by changing external magnetic fields, make them particularly suitable
candidates for the quantum simulators [8-10]. Integrated hybrid quantum circuits involving atoms,
spins, cavity photons, and superconducting qubits with nanomechanical resonators are also of much
interest [11].
Moving beyond the rotating wave approximation in these strongly interacting systems one needs
to incorporate terms in the qubit-oscillator interaction Hamiltonian that do not preserve the total
excitation number. In the parametric regime where the oscillator frequency dominates the qubit
frequency the authors of Refs. [12, 13] have advanced an adiabatic approximation scheme that utilizes
the disparity of the time scales of the qubit and the oscillator. The dynamical state of the fast-moving
oscillator is assumed to instantaneously adjust to the slow-changing state of the qubit. This facilitates
decoupling of the full Hamiltonian into sectors related to each time scale, and allows approximate
evaluation [12] of eigenstates of the system. In addition, an analytical expression of the time-dependent
behavior of the two level system has been obtained [12] in a relatively weak coupling limit. Studying a
system of two qubits coupled to a single oscillator mode in the context of the Tavis-Cummings model
the authors of Ref. [14] have analytically evaluated the collapse and revival dynamics of the qubit
reduced density matrix elements. Their procedure employs the Poisson sum formula [15] that leads to
expressions of the said elements as infinite sums. Following the extensive experimental developments
[5, 6] for the superconducting qubits, a static bias term has been included in the qubit Hamiltonian
and the corresponding energy spectrum has been investigated [13, 16]. A time-dependent bias acting
as a control parameter has also been considered [17].
For the coupled qubit-oscillator system the entangled quasi-Bell states are found to be of much
interest. Usually known as the Schro¨dinger cat states they exhibit entanglement of the microscopic
atomic states and the photonic coherent states that can be regarded as macroscopic for reasonably
large values of the coherent state amplitudes. In the context of quantum information theory the hybrid
entanglement involving a discrete and a continuous quantum variable may offer advantages such as
achieving near-deterministic quantum teleportation [18]. Moreover, hybrid entanglement lies at the
heart of the elegant quantum bus [19] approach where direct qubit-qubit interactions are avoided since
a common continuous mode plays the mediating role. The Bell inequality tests involving these qubit-
field entangled states have been proposed [20] recently. Realization of the micro-macro entangled states
via a controllable interaction of a single-mode microwave cavity field with a superconducting charge
qubit, and the subsequent creation of the superposition of macroscopically distinguishable field modes
by virtue of measuring the charge states of the qubit have been proposed [21]. Much experimental
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activity [22] is currently aimed at demonstrating such hybrid entanglement. Generation of the optical
hybrid entanglement by the quantum superposition of non-Gaussian operations on distinct modes has
been achieved [23]. Also following a measurement based approach, the hybrid entanglement between
two remote nodes living in the Hilbert spaces of different dimensionality has been established [24]. The
superconducting circuits have also been used for controllable and deterministic generation of complex
superposition of states [25-28].
Our objective in the present work is twofold. Within the adiabatic approximation scheme we ana-
lytically study the time dependence of quasi-Bell states in a coupled qubit-oscillator system endowed
with a dominant oscillator frequency and an external static bias of the qubit. Our study includes both
the strong and the ultra-strong coupling domains. Starting with a quasi-Bell bipartite initial state we
obtain the evolution of the reduced density matrices of the qubit and the oscillator, respectively. The
qubit density matrix provides the von Neumann entropy of the system that measures the entanglement
and the mixedness of the state. Proceeding further, the oscillator reduced density matrix that yields
the Husimi Q-function [29] on the phase space is studied. In the strong coupling regime we retain
up to the quadratic terms in the Laguerre polynomials in the phase factors and analytically express
the reduced density matrix elements in closed forms via the Jacobi theta functions. To evaluate the
analytical expressions we treat the bias perturbatively, and retain terms up to second order in the
expansion parameter. The summation procedure may, however, be extended to an arbitrary order.
The Q-distribution provides the variance of the quadrature variables of the oscillator as linear com-
binations of the Jacobi theta functions. We will later specify the parametric range where our theta
function based construction is valid. In its region of validity the leading terms in the theta function
structure provides simple estimates, say, for the revival time for the off-diagonal qubit matrix element.
Analysing the Q-function in the Kerr-like nonlinear self-interacting photonic models it has been ob-
served [30-33] that an initial coherent state therein evolves, at certain specified times, to macroscopic
superposition of coherent states popularly known as ‘kitten’ states. In the current qubit-oscillator
interacting model the reduced density matrix of the oscillator shows similar properties with, however,
an important distinction that stems from the existence of interaction-generated multiple time scales.
In the ultra-strong coupling regime we employ the long range time dependence of the Wehrl entropy
[34] and the complexity [35] of the Q-distribution that measure the delocalization of the oscillator on
the phase space. An analytical evaluation of the complexity of the coupled qubit-oscillator system is
developed. Both of these measures of delocalization are found to be qualitatively similar. The time
dependence of the Wehrl entropy in the ultra-strong coupling domain exhibits, after a transient period
of rapid build up, a quasi-stationary behavior modulo the random high frequency fluctuations. We
estimate the initial production-time of the Wehrl entropy. For small values of the amplitude of the
quasi-Bell state on the phase space, interference of modes produces the squeezing effect. Using the
Mandel parameter [36] the nonclassicality of the photon statistics is also observed in this instance.
II The reduced density matrices
We study a coupled qubit-oscillator system with the Hamiltonian [12, 13] that reads in natural units
p~ “ 1q as follows:
H “ ´∆
2
σx ´ ǫ
2
σz ` ωa: a` λσz pa: ` aq, (2.1)
where the harmonic oscillator with a frequency ω is described by the raising and lowering operators
pa:, a|nˆ ” a:aq, and the qubit characterized by an energy splitting ∆ as well as an external static
bias ǫ is expressed via the spin variables pσx, σzq. The qubit-oscillator coupling strength is denoted
by λ. The Fock states tnˆ|ny “ n|ny, n “ 0, 1, . . . ; a |ny “ ?n |n´ 1y, a: |ny “ ?n` 1 |n` 1yu provide
the basis for the oscillator, and the eigenstates σz| ˘ 1y “ ˘ | ˘ 1y span the space of the qubit. The
Hamiltonian (2.1) is not known to be exactly solvable. In the present work we follow the adiabatic
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approximation [12, 13] that hinges on the separation of the time scales governed by the high oscillator
frequency and the (renormalized) low qubit frequency: ω " ∆.
To facilitate our construction of the evolution of the quasi-Bell states, we, following [12], now give
a short review of the diagonalization process of the Hamiltonian (2.1) in the adiabatic approximation
scheme. The high-frequency oscillator is assumed to instantaneously adjust to the slow-changing state
of the qubit observable σz so that the construction permits, in the course of diagonalization of the
oscillator mode, replacing the spin-variable σz with its eigenvalue: ˘1. The effective Hamiltonian of
the harmonic oscillator now reads
HO “ ωa:a˘ λpa: ` aq. (2.2)
The number states which are shifted symmetrically by the displacement operator diagonalize the above
Hamiltonian:
|n˘y “ D: p˘λ{ωq |ny, Dpαq “ exppαa: ´ α˚aq, (2.3)
where the degenerate eigenenergies are as follows:
E˘n ” En “ nω ´
λ2
ω
. (2.4)
Identically displaced states maintain orthonormality: xm˘|n˘y “ δm,n, whereas the overlap between
the Fock states displaced in opposite directions is given by [12]
xm´|n`y “
#
p´1qm´n exp `´x
2
˘
x
m´n
2
a
n!{m! Lm´nn pxq @m ě n,
exp
`´x
2
˘
x
n´m
2
a
m!{n! Ln´mm pxq @m ă n.
(2.5)
In (2.5) the associated Laguerre polynomial reads Ljnpxq “
řn
k“0 p´1qk
`
n`j
n´k
˘
xk
k!
, and the parameter
x “ p2λ{ωq2 acts as the perturbative expansion parameter.
After diagonalizing the high frequency oscillator component of the Hamiltonian, one now turns
attention to the low frequency qubit part. Tensoring the qubit states with the displaced oscillator
basis states t|˘1, n˘y | @n “ 0, 1, . . .u the corresponding matrix elements of the Hamiltonian may now
be readily constructed. For a dominant oscillator frequency ∆{ω ! 1 one may neglect [12] the matrix
elements that mix the oscillator states with different eigenvalues of its number operator. This reduces
the Hamiltonian to a block-diagonal form where each block mixes the displaced oscillator states with
identical number of photons. The Hamiltonian for the n-th block assumes the form:
H “
¨˚
˝nω ´ λ
2
ω
´ ǫ˜ δn
δn nω ´ λ
2
ω
` ǫ˜
‹˛‚, δn “ ´ r∆
2
Lnpxq, r∆ “ ∆exp´´x
2
¯
, ǫ˜ “ ǫ
2
(2.6)
that may be diagonalized in the basis of the eigenstates listed below
|E˘n y “
d
χn ¯ ǫ˜
2χn
|1, n`y ˘ δn|δn|
d
χn ˘ ǫ˜
2χn
| ´ 1, n´y, (2.7)
where the respective eigenvalues read
E˘n “ nω ´ λ2{ω ˘ χn, χn “
a
δ2n ` ǫ˜2. (2.8)
Given the above construction of the eigenstates of the system we now study the time evolution of
the qubit-oscillator entanglement in the presence of a bias (ǫ ‰ 0). The quasi-Bell initial states of the
coupled system read
|ψp0qyp˘q “ 1?
2
p|1, αy ˘ | ´ 1,´αyq , |αy “ Dpαq|0y, (2.9)
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where the coherent state t|αy @α “ Repαq`i Impαq P Cu for the oscillator degree of freedom is realized
by the action of the displacement operator on the vacuum. The evolution of the initial state (2.9) is
given by
|ψptqyp˘q “ 1?
2
exp
ˆ
´1
2
|α`|2 ´ i
ˆ
Impαqλ
ω
` Ent
˙˙
ˆ
ˆ
8ÿ
n“0
1?
n!
αn`
„
Ξ˘n expp´iχntq|E`n y ¯ p´1qn
δn
|δn| Ξ
¯
n exppiχntq|E´n y

, (2.10)
where α` “ α ` λ{ω, and Ξ˘n “
c
χn ´ ǫ˜
2χn
˘ p´1qn δn|δn|
c
χn ` ǫ˜
2χn
. On the rhs of (2.10) and hereafter
the upper and the lower signs refer to respective quasi-Bell states given in (2.9). The construction of
the state (2.10) readily yields the evolution of the density matrix of the composite bipartite system:
ρp˘qptq “ |ψptqyp˘qxψptq|. (2.11)
The marginalized density matrices for the individual degrees of freedom may be obtained by partial
tracing of the composite density matrix (2.11). For instance, tracing of the oscillator degree of freedom
yields the reduced density matrix of the qubit. Its explicit structure obtained via (2.11, 2.10) assumes
the form
ρ
p˘q
Q
ptq ” TrO ρp˘qptq “
¨˚
˝ 12 ¯ ζ ˘ξp˘q
˘pξp˘qq˚ 1
2
˘ ζ
‹˛‚, (2.12)
where the components read
ζ “ ǫ˜ exp `´|α`|2˘ 8ÿ
n“0
p´1qn |α`|
2n
n!
δn
sin2 χnt
χ2n
, (2.13)
ξp˘q “ 1
2
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n,m“0
p´1qm pα`q
n pα`˚qm?
n!m!
C
˘
n ptqC¯mptq ˆ
ˆ exp `´ ipn´mqωt˘ xm´|n`y, (2.14)
and the coefficients are given by
C
˘
n ptq “ A¯n exppiχntq ` B˘n expp´iχntq, (2.15)
A
˘
n “
χn ` ǫ˜˘ p´1qnδn
2χn
, B˘n “
χn ´ ǫ˜˘ p´1qnδn
2χn
. (2.16)
It follows from (2.13) that in the bias-free limit pǫ “ 0q the diagonal elements of the reduced density
matrix (2.12) of the qubit are time-independent. In the said limit it follows
C
˘
n ptq|ǫ“0 “ cos δnt¯ ip´1qn sin δnt “ exp
`¯ ip´1qnδnt˘. (2.17)
In general, the pair of eigenvalues of the qubit density matrix (2.12)
1
2
`̟p˘q, 1
2
´̟p˘q, ̟p˘q “
b
ζ2 ` |ξp˘q|2 (2.18)
allows us to compute its von Neumann entropy SpρQq ” ´TrpρQ log ρQq as
S
p˘q
Q
“ ´
ˆ
1
2
`̟p˘q
˙
log
ˆ
1
2
`̟p˘q
˙
´
ˆ
1
2
´̟p˘q
˙
log
ˆ
1
2
´̟p˘q
˙
. (2.19)
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Similarly the trace over the qubit basis produces the reduced density matrix of the oscillator:
ρ
p˘q
O
ptq ” TrQ ρp˘qptq (2.20)
that may be expressed, via (2.10), in terms of the displaced number states as follows:
ρ
p˘q
O
ptq “ 1
2
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n,m“0
pα`qn pα˚`qm?
n!m!
´
C
˘
n ptqC˘mptq˚|n`yxm`|
`p´1qn`mC¯n ptq˚ C¯mptq|n´yxm´|
¯
exp
`´ ipn´mqωt˘. (2.21)
Apart from employing the adiabatic approximation no other simplification has been made for deriving
the reduced density matrix elements (2.13, 2.14, 2.21), which will later serve as benchmarks for checking
the accuracy of the corresponding closed form evaluations.
To obtain measures of the entanglement and the mixedness of the bipartite system the von Neu-
mann entropy of the reduced density matrix of the qubit may be considered. It is well-known [37] that
if a composite system, comprising of two subsystems, resides in a pure state, the entropies of both
subsystems are equal. In the present example it holds for the oscillator with an infinite dimensional
Hilbert space and the two-level qubit interacting with it: S
p˘q
Q
“ Sp˘q
O
” Sp˘q.
III The qubit density matrix
We now focus towards obtaining a closed form analytical evaluation of the qubit density matrix in the
parametric regime where the oscillator frequency sets the dominant scale and the following hierarchy
is maintained: ǫ ă ∆ ă ω. In the perturbative expansion given below we retain up to the second
order terms in the bias parameter: Opǫ2q. The higher order terms in ǫ may, however, be systematically
taken into account in our perturbative scheme. Furthermore, in the following evaluation, we investigate
the first few collapses and revivals of the density matrix elements. Consequently, for the purpose of
simplicity, we neglect ǫ dependent terms in phases as they will be important only in the long time limit.
Previous attempts in analytical evaluation of the elements of the density matrices include Refs. [12,
14]. Reflecting the weak coupling limit λ ! ω, the summation technique adopted in [12] retains terms
Opxq „ Oppλ{ωq2q. For analytically evaluating the density matrix elements in the context of the Tavis-
Cummings model at higher values of the qubit-oscillator coupling strength the authors of Ref. [14]
have developed a method based on the Poisson sum formula. They have retained contributions up to
the quadratic terms in the expansion of the Laguerre polynomials: Lnpxq “ 1´nx` 12!
`
n
2
˘
x2`Opx3q.
We now provide an alternate method of summing the series in (2.13, 2.14) by employing the Jacobi
theta functions. This method has an additional benefit in that it expresses the matrix elements in a
closed form. The series expansions of the Jacobi theta functions [15] relevant in our case depend on
two complex arguments pq, zq:
ϑ3pq, zq “
8ÿ
n“´8
qn
2
expp2inzq, ϑ4pq, zq “
8ÿ
n“´8
p´1qnqn2 expp2inzq. (3.1)
The series sums in (3.1) are convergent for the choice Repqq ă 1. In our summation scheme we retain
contributions Opx2q in the density matrix elements and consider up to quadratic terms in the Laguerre
polynomials. To proceed, we, following [14], approximate at a suitably large value of |α`|2 the Poisson
distribution in (2.13, 2.14) with the corresponding Gaussian limit:
P pnq ” exp `´|α`|2˘ |α`|2n
n!
Ñ 1a
2π|α`|2
exp
˜
´
`
n´ |α`|2
˘2
2|α`|2
¸
. (3.2)
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For a large value of |α`|2 the lower limit of the series in p2.13, 2.14q may be extended to p´8q.
Due to the sharp decay of the Gaussian function for the parametric regime considered here the error
encountered is quite small. This process is similar to the evaluation [14] of Fourier components via
the Gaussian integration technique in the Poisson-sum method, where the lower limit of integration
is extended to p´8q. We note that a truncated series at the lower limit in the sum (3.1) remains
convergent in the domain Repqq ă 1, and it may be viewed as a close analog of the theta function.
Since the difference between these alternate cases in our parametric regime is quite small we retain
the standard definition (3.1). The resultant closed form expressions for the elements of the density
matrix (2.12) are now given by
ζ “ ´ ǫ
2r∆
”
exp
´
´ 2|α`|2
¯´
1´ fp1` xq ` 3
4
f2
¯
´
exp
´
´ |α`|2{2
¯
a
2π|α`|2
Re
v
Θpτqwı, (3.3)
ξp˘q “ 1
2
ˆ
1` f ` f
2
4
˙
exp
´
´2|α`|2 ´ x
2
¯
` ǫ
∆
ζ ` expp´px` |α`|
2q{2qa
2π|α`|2
´
x
1
2 R1 ˆ
ˆ Re
$%ϕ1,0ϑ4pq, z1q ` f2ϕ3,1ϑ4pq, z3q,-` x2R2Re$%´rϕ1 ` f3 rϕ3¯ϑ4pq, z2q,-
`x
3
2
6
R3 Repϕ3,3ϑ4pq, z3qq`
x2
24
R4 Reprϕ23ϑ4pq, z4qq´ i ǫ
2r∆Imvϕ0,0ϑ4pq, z0qw
` ǫ
2r∆2
”
xR2 Re
$%´1
2
` x
¯
ϕ2,2ϑ4pq, z2q ´
5f
6
ϕ4,3 ϑ4pq, z4q ´
´´1
2
` x
¯rϕ1
´5f
6
rϕ3¯ϑ4pq, z2q,-` x224R4 Repϕ4,6 ϑ4pq, z4q ´ rϕ23ϑ4pq, z4qqı ˘ i ǫr∆
”
x
1
2 I1 ˆ
ˆRe
$%´1` x
2
¯
ϕ1,0ϑ3pq, z1q `
f
2
ϕ3,1 ϑ3pq, z3q ´
´´
1` x
2
¯rϕ 120 ` f
2
rϕ 122 ¯ˆ
ˆϑ3pq, z1q
,-` x2
2
I2 Repϕ2,2 ϑ3pq, z2q ´ rϕ1ϑ3pq, z2qq` x 326 I3Repϕ3,3 ϑ3pq, z3q
´rϕ 321 ϑ3pq, z3qqı´ i ǫr∆
”
x
1
2R1Im
$%´1` x
2
¯
ϕ1,0 ϑ4pq, z1q ´
f
2
ϕ3,1 ϑ4pq, z3q
`x
2
rϕ 120 ϑ4pq, z1q,-` xR2 Im$%1
2
p1` xqϕ2,2 ϑ4pq, z2q ´
f
3
ϕ4,3 ϑ4pq, z4q
`x
2
rϕ1ϑ4pq, z2q,-` x 326 R3 Impϕ3,3 ϑ4pq, z3qq` x224R4Impϕ4,6 ϑ4pq, z4qqı
¯
”
x
1
2 I1Im
$%ϕ1,0 ϑ3pq, z1q ´ f2ϕ3,1 ϑ3pq, z3q,-´ x2 I2 Im$%´rϕ1 ´ f3 rϕ3¯ϑ3pq, z2q,-
`x
3
2
6
I3 Impϕ3,3 ϑ3pq, z3qq´
x2
24
I4 Im
$%rϕ2
3
ϑ3pq, z4q
,-ı
˘2ǫ˜
2r∆2
”
x
1
2 I1Im
$% p1` xqϕ1,0ϑ3pq, z1q ` 3f2 ϕ3,1 ϑ3pq, z3q ´ xrϕ 120 ϑ3pq, z1q,-
´x I2Im
$%xϕ2,2 ϑ3pq, z2q ´ ´´12 ` x¯rϕ1 ` 5f6 rϕ3¯ϑ3pq, z2q,-
`x
3
2
6
I3Im
$%ϕ3,3 ϑ3pq, z3q,-´ x224 I4Im$%rϕ23 ϑ3pq, z4q,-ı¯, (3.4)
where the parameters and phases given above read as follows: f “ x|α`|2, τ “ r∆ t, qpτq “
exp
´
´ 1
2|α`|2
´ ix2τ
4
¯
, q “ exp
´
´ 1
2|α`|2
¯
, zpτq “ 12
`
x
`
1` p1´ q x
4
˘
τ ´ i˘, zpτq “ ´12 ´x24 τ ` i¯,
ϕ,ℓpτq “ exp
´
´iτ
´
1´ x
2
` ℓx2
4
¯¯
, rϕpτq “ exp `iτx `1´ x4 ˘˘, Rn “ Reprαpnqq, In “ Imprαpnqq,
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Figure 1: The evaluation of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the off-diagonal component ξp`q of
the density matrix for the values λ “ 0.15ω,∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.01ω and α “ 2 using the series (2.14)
(red solid) that provides exact result within the adiabatic scheme, and the theta function (3.4) (green
dashed) based result. In this instance and hereafter we study evolution w.r.t. the scaled time ωt.
rαpnq “ αn`e´inωt. The linear combination of theta functions used in (3.4) is given by Θpτq “
ϕ0,0ϑ4pq, z0q´fp1`xqϕ2,0ϑ4pq, z2q` 34f2ϕ4,2ϑ4pq, z4q. This completes our closed form evaluation of the
elements of the reduced density matrix of the qubit via the Jacobi theta functions. For moderately
large coupling pλ{ω À 0.20q this summation technique agrees well with the series evaluations based on
(2.13, 2.14). Concerning our choice of the bias parameter we note that as we have included terms up to
Opǫ2q, we need to maintain the order of the dimensionless ratio ǫ{r∆ „ 0.1. As the norm |α`| appears
in the coefficients of the perturbative terms as well as in the Gaussian factors, we choose it in the
optimum range |α`| „ 1.5 ´ 2. These restrictions describe the parametric regime in which our theta
functions based analytical evaluations hold. The fluctuation ζ of the diagonal qubit matrix element is
Opǫq, and in the low bias regime ǫ ! ∆ the off-diagonal component overwhelms the fluctuation in the
diagonal part: |ζ|{ ˇˇξp˘q ˇˇ ! 1. In Fig. 1 we depict the real and the imaginary parts of the off-diagonal
element of the reduced qubit density matrix. Moreover, as the imaginary part of the off-diagonal
matrix element ξp˘q is Opǫq, in the ǫ ! ∆ limit its real part gives the major contribution.
Towards making a quantitative comparison between the closed form expression (3.4) of the den-
sity matrix element ξp`q with the corresponding sum given in (2.14) we use full time-evolution data
presented in Fig. 1. For both real and imaginary parts of ξp`q we compute the magnitudes of
their differences between the series evaluation (2.14) and the corresponding theta function based re-
sult (3.4). The time-averaged values of these quantities are given by x|∆Repξp`qq|yav “ 0.01174 and
x|∆Impξp`qq|yav “ 0.00376, respectively. These objects obtained via series evaluation (2.14) read:
x|Repξp`qq|yav “ 0.12149 and x|Impξp`qq|yav “ 0.0296. The order of accuracy for the theta function
based evaluations in the parametric regime considered here is, therefore, around 90%. The accuracy
may be further improved by incorporating higher order terms in the bias parameter ǫ.
The revival and collapse process of ξp˘q is evident in Fig. 1. To understand the revival time
of the off-diagonal element ξp˘q we, for simplicity, study the time dependent terms in (3.4) for the
limiting case ǫ “ 0 and x ! 1, where the dominant term is Op?xq. For the range |α`| „ 1.5 ´ 2
the structure of the corresponding terms in (3.4) suggests that the oscillation with a very short time
period (Tshort) occurs due to the phase ϕ1,0, whereas a longer time period (Trevival) is generated by the
leading phase factor in the theta function. Up to the order of approximation described here these
periods read Tshort “ π
`p1´ x
2
q r∆˘´1 and Trevival “ π`x r∆q´1, respectively. For α “ 2, λ “ 0.08ω their
numerical values measured in the scaled time read as Tshort “ 21.5 and Trevival “ 828.7, which show
good agreement with the corresponding results (22.9 and 821.6) obtained via (2.14). For a relatively
higher coupling strength λ{ω À 0.2 more terms in (3.4) need to be considered to estimate Trevival.
At a still higher value of λ the picture of revival becomes fuzzy as a large number of modes with
incommensurate frequencies produce a phase randomization.
The time evolution of the entanglement of the quasi-Bell initial state (2.9) may be measured by
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the entropy for λ “ 0.15ω,∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.01ω and α “ 2 using the series
(2.13, 2.14) (red solid), and theta function (3.3, 3.4) (green dashed).
the corresponding von Neumann entropy Sp˘q. Employing (2.19) and our evaluations (3.3, 3.4) we
may find a theta function dependent expression for the time evolution of the entropy in the parametric
domain discussed earlier. This may be compared with the expression of the entropy based on the sums
(2.19, 2.13, 2.14) as a check on the validity of our closed form evaluation scheme. As these expressions
are voluminous, we only reproduce in Fig. 2 the corresponding diagrams for the time evolution of the
entropy. Up to the first few revivals for ξp`q we observe that the entropy obtained via the series sum
is well-approximated by the analytical closed form expression. During the revival of the qubit density
matrix elements the entropy of the system exhibits drastic fall from its near-maximal value signaling
existence of almost disentangled pure states of the subsystems at corresponding times during their
course of evolution. We will discuss in Subsec. V.D. an instance of this phenomenon in detail. The
extent of the dip in entropy increases with increase of the bias parameter.
IV The Q-function of the oscillator density matrix
The HusimiQ-function [29] is a quasi-probability distribution on the complex phase space that provides
a description of the time evolution of the quantum state of the oscillator. It assumes non-negative
values and is normalized to unity on the phase space. For our choice of the quasi-Bell initial states
(2.9) it is defined as the expectation value of the reduced density matrix of the oscillator (2.21) in an
arbitrary coherent state:
Qp˘qpβq “ 1
π
xβ|ρp˘q
O
ptq|βy. (4.1)
For the state under consideration its explicit positive definite form reads
Qp˘qpβq “ 1
2π
expp´|α`|2q
´
expp´|β`|2q|X˘|2 ` expp´|β´|2q|Y˘|2
¯
, (4.2)
where the Fourier sums are given by
X˘ “
8ÿ
n“0
pα`β˚`qn
n!
C
˘
n ptq expp´inωtq, Y˘ “
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qn pα`β
˚
´qn
n!
C
¯
n ptq˚ expp´inωtq. (4.3)
In (4.2, 4.3) we have abbreviated: β` “ β ` λ{ω and β´ “ β ´ λ{ω. The Q-distribution (4.2) of the
reduced density matrix (2.21) does not have any zero on the phase space except at asymptotically
large radial distances. The Q-function (4.2) satisfies the normalization condition:
ş
Qp˘qpβq d2β “ 1.
For later use we note that, in the ǫ “ 0 case, the coefficients (2.17) enforce the parity constraint:
Qp˘qp´βq|ǫ“0 “ Qp˘qpβq|ǫ“0. (4.4)
To study the phase space Q-distribution (4.2) we consider its time-evolution for both the strong
(Fig. 3) and the ultra-strong coupling regime. We distinguish between two cases: (i) For the strong
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Figure 3: The Qp`qpβq function using (4.3) for ∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.01ω and α “ 2 at various values of
scaled time (a) 0, (b) 155 and (c) 300 in the strong coupling domain: λ “ 0.15ω.
coupling regime where, say, the parametric values described following (3.4) hold, the Laguerre poly-
nomials may be approximated by their quadratic parts. The off-diagonal element in the Hamiltonian
(2.6) then contains effective interaction terms up to Opx2 r∆q. In the short-term time scale t ! px2 r∆q´1
observed in Fig. 3 the corresponding Qp`qpβq function exhibits a quasi-periodic behavior indicating
that an interference pattern develops between the harmonics of the interaction-dependent mode with
frequency Opxr∆q. This produces pronounced standing waves for some time interval causing bifurcation
of each one of the twin quasi-probability peaks, and consequent spreading of the Qp`qpβq distribution
in the phase space. Signifying a to and fro transfer of energy between the qubit and the oscillator,
the periodic splitting and rejoining of the peaks of the Q-distribution correspond, respectively, to the
collapse and the revival of the qubit off-diagonal element Repξp`qq (2.14). The physical process is
reminiscent of an LC circuit. The time interval (Tsplit) is roughly half of the revival time observed for
Repξp`qq: Tsplit ≅ Trevival{2. This can be readily inferred from Figs. 1 (a) and 3 (b). Interaction modes
of frequency Opx2 r∆q generate quasi-periodic behavior in a very long time scale. This will be discussed
in detail in Subsec. V.A. In the presence of a Kerr-type of nonlinear Hamiltonian an initial coherent
state is known to evolve [30-33], at specified times, to discrete superposition of coherent states. We
will discuss the similarities and dissimilarities of these results with that of the present example in
Subsec. V.B. (ii) For the ultra-strong coupling domain λ „ ω interaction modes with frequencies
tOpxn r∆q|n “ 0, 1, . . .u and their harmonics rapidly develop and produce a fully randomized inter-
ference pattern. The randomness of the phases of the oscillator interaction modes erases any extant
phase relation between the ground state and the excited state of the atomic two level system. This
causes disappearance of the collapse and revival properties of the atomic density matrix elements. The
Q-distribution in the phase space now occupies a wider area and exhibits a chaotic evolution pattern
without returning to its initial configuration within a finite time. We will discuss these issues in Sec.
V.
One of the utilities of the Q-distribution is that it provides a convenient evaluation of the expecta-
tion values of the operators expressed in their antinormal ordered form. The first and second moments
of the quadrature variable defined as
Xθ “ 1?
2
pae´iθ ` a:eiθq (4.5)
may be expressed [29] via the following phase space integrals over the complex plane:
xXθyp˘q ” TrpXθpa, a:qρp˘qO ptqq “
1?
2
ż
pβe´iθ ` β˚eiθqQp˘qpβqd2β,
xX2θ yp˘q ” TrpX2θ pa, a:qρp˘qO ptqq “
1
2
ż ´
pβe´iθ ` β˚eiθq2 ´ 1
¯
Qp˘qpβqd2β. (4.6)
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Employing the Fourier sum (4.2) and using the following notations for the coefficients
G˘n;ℓpθ; tq “ αℓ`
´
C
˘
n`ℓptqC˘n ptq˚ ` C¯n`ℓptq˚C¯n ptq
¯
expp´iℓpωt` θqq,
G˘n;ℓpθ; tq “ αℓ`
´
C
˘
n`ℓptqC˘n ptq˚ ´ C¯n`ℓptq˚C¯n ptq
¯
expp´iℓpωt` θq, (4.7)
the first two moments of the quadrature are enlisted as a sum on the modes:
xXθyp˘q “ 1?
2
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
Re
$%G˘n;1pθ; tq,-˘?2x cos θ ζ, (4.8)
xX2θ yp˘q “ |α`|2 `
1
2
´
1` x cos2 θ ` expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
ˆ
ˆ Re
$%G˘n;2pθ; tq ´ 2?xG˘n;1pθ; tq cos θ,-¯ . (4.9)
The variance of the quadrature reads: Vθ “ xX2θ y ´ xXθy2, which we will later employ for studying
emergence of the squeezed state during time evolution. For later utilization we also quote here the
mean photon number xnˆyp˘q “ Trpa:a ρp˘q
O
ptqq and its variance x∆nˆ2yp˘q “ Trpnˆ2 ρp˘q
O
ptqq ´ `xnˆyp˘q˘2:
xnˆyp˘q “ |α`|2 ` λ
2
ω2
´ λ
ω
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
RepG˘n;1ptqq, (4.10)
x∆nˆ2yp˘q “ |α`|2 ` λ
2
ω2
p1` 2|α`|2q ´ λ
ω
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
ˆ
ˆp1` 2n´ 2|α`|2qRepG˘n;1ptqq´
λ2
ω2
expp´2|α`|2q ˆ
ˆ
” 8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
RepG˘n;1ptqq
ı2 ` λ2
ω2
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
RepG˘n;2ptqq. (4.11)
Using the procedure developed in Sec. III and the Q-function (4.2), an arbitrary moment of the
oscillator dynamical variables may be obtained as linear combinations of the Jacobi theta functions.
We now demonstrate this for the first two moments of the quadrature variable (4.8, 4.9). To this end
we retain up to the quadratic terms in the expansion of the Laguerre polynomials and maintain the
range of parameters described following (3.4). The first moment of the quadrature is non-vanishing
only in the presence of a bias term pǫ ‰ 0) in the qubit Hamiltonian (2.1):
xXθyp˘q “ ǫr∆ expp´|α`|
2{2qa
4π|α`|2
´
Iθ1 ImpTq˘ Rθ1 RepHq
¯
˘
?
2x cos θ ζ, (4.12)
where the linear combinations of the Jacobi theta functions read, respectively, as
T “
´
p2` x` x2q
arϕ0 ` ´2` 7x2 ¯farϕ2 ` 32f2arϕ4¯ϑ3pq, z1q
`xp1` xqϕ1,0ϑ3pq, z1q `
3
2
xfϕ3,1 ϑ3pq, z3q,
H “
´
xp1` xq
arϕ0 ´ 32xfarϕ2¯ϑ4pq, z1q
´xp1` xqϕ1,0ϑ4pq, z1q `
3
2
xfϕ3,1ϑ4pq, z3q, (4.13)
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Figure 4: The evaluation of the second moment of the quadrature variable xX2
π{2yp`q for the values
λ “ 0.16ω,∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.01ω and α “ 1 using the series (4.9) (red solid), and theta function
(4.14) (green dashed).
and Rθn “ Reprαpnq expp´inθqq, Iθn “ Imprαpnq expp´inθqq. Similarly, the second moments of the
quadrature may also be expressed via the Jacobi theta functions as follows:
xX2θ yp˘q “
1
2
p1` x cos2 θq ` |α`|2 ` expp´|α`|
2{2qa
2π|α`|2
ˆ
ˆ
´
Rθ2 RepT q˘ Iθ2 ImpHq ´ 2
?
x cos θ
´
Rθ1RepTq¯ Iθ1ImpHq
¯¯
, (4.14)
where the respective linear sums of ϑ3 and ϑ4 functions read:
T “
´
1´ ǫ
2x2r∆2
¯rϕ1ϑ3pq, z2q ` ǫ2x2r∆2 ϕ2,1ϑ3pq, z2q,
H “
$%´1´ ǫ2
2r∆2
´
1` 2x` 11x
2
2
¯¯rϕ1 ` ǫ2r∆2 fp1` 4xqrϕ3
´ 5ǫ
2
4r∆2 f2rϕ5
,-ϑ4pq, z2q ´ ǫ2r∆2x
´
1` 11x
4
¯
ϕ2,1ϑ4pq, z2q
` 5ǫ
2
2r∆2xfϕ4,3ϑ4pq, z4q,
T “
´
1´ ǫ
2r∆p1` xq
¯
ϕ1,0ϑ3pq, z1q ´
2ǫ2r∆2 fϕ3,1ϑ3pq, z3q
` ǫ
2r∆2
´
p1` xq
arϕ0 ` 2farϕ2¯ϑ3pq, z1q
H “
´
1´ ǫ
2
2r∆p1` xq
¯
ϕ1,0ϑ4pq, z1q `
ǫ2r∆2 fϕ3,1ϑ4pq, z3q
´ ǫ
2
2r∆xarϕ0ϑ4pq, z1q. (4.15)
This completes our analytical evaluations of the expectation values of antinormally ordered operators
in closed forms involving linear combinations of the theta functions. The procedure is valid for
the parametric regime described in Sec. III. In Fig. 4 we compare the values of the second moment
xX2θ“pi
2
yp`q given by the Fourier sum (4.9) and its theta function based analytical evaluation (4.14). For
a quantitative comparison we consider the magnitudes of the differences between the series evaluation
(4.9) and the corresponding theta function based computation (4.14). Its time-averaged value over
the data presented in Fig. 4 is given by x|∆X2
π{2
p`q|yav “ 0.03886, whereas the time-averaged series
evaluation (4.9) reads: x|X2
π{2
p`q|yav “ 1.84296. The level of accuracy for the theta function based
evaluations in the parametric regime considered here is roughly around 98%.
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V Delocalization at ultra-high coupling strength
Our objective in this section is to study the phase space behavior of the system in the ultra-strong
coupling domain: λ „ ω. Here we do not adhere to the parametric restrictions mentioned following
(3.4) except for the fact that the adiabatic limit ∆ ! ω [13] still holds. To explore the evolution (4.2)
of the phase space density Qp˘qpβq we use a number of tools described below.
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Figure 5: The long time evolution of the Wehrl entropy for ∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.03ω and α “ 3 at
various λ: (a)0.05ω, (b)0.07ω (c)0.1ω, (d)0.12ω, (e)0.9ω and (f)1.3ω.
V.A. Wehrl entropy
The Wehrl entropy [34] defined as
S
p˘q
W “ ´
ż
Qp˘qpβq logQp˘qpβqd2β (5.1)
is an information-theoretic measure describing the delocalization of the oscillator in the phase space.
It may be regarded [38] as a count of an equivalent number of widely separated coherent states
necessary for covering the existing phase-space occupation of the coupled oscillator. It has recently
been used for studying quantum phase transitions in several models [39, 40]. In the present case we,
using the time evolution (4.2) and the definition (5.1), first numerically study (Fig. 5) the long range
time dependence of Wehrl entropy for various values of coupling strength. We observe the following
properties: (i) We first consider the long range t Á px2 r∆q´1 quasi-periodicity of the Wehrl entropy
evident in Figs. 5 (a, b, c). For the coupling regime (λ Æ 0.1ω) considered therein the Laguerre
polynomials in the effective Hamiltonian (2.6) are well-approximated by their quadratic components.
This generates interaction-dependent frequency mode „ x2 r∆ and its harmonics. Their interference
gives rise to quasi-periodic long time behavior of the coupled oscillator, where the time period satisfies
the property Tlong9λ´4 exppx{2q. The time period observed in Figs. 5 (a, b, c) are given in our
scale as Tlong “ 406081.5 pforλ “ 0.05ωq, Tlong “ 106976.7 pforλ “ 0.07ωq, Tlong “ 25656.6 pfor λ “
0.10ωq, respectively. The near equality of the quantity λ4 Tlong expp´x{2q in the respective cases:
2.52535, 2.54346, 2.51486 is a check on the validity of the said truncation of the Laguerre polynomials.
This explains the long timespan quasi-periodicity of the system in the coupling regime λ Æ 0.1ω. We
note that a similar behavior in the time-evolution of Wehrl entropy was observed [31] in a Kerr-like
12
medium. The local minimum in the said evolution diagram [31] corresponded with formation of finite
superposition of coherent states. The long range behavior (Figs. 5 (a, b, c)) of the Wehrl entropy
in the present model qualitatively agrees with the properties obtained in [31]. However, the qubit-
oscillator interactions in our case induces undulations of frequency Opxr∆q superposed on the long
range oscillations, which now forms an envelop (inset of Fig. 5 (b)) of the total time-evolution of the
Wehrl entropy. The physical effects of multiple time scales present in our case will be discussed in
Subsec. V.B. (ii) We now comment on the initial rate of production of Wehrl entropy in the ultra-
strong coupling domain x „ 1ñ λ Á ω{2. With increased qubit-oscillator coupling all high-frequency
quantum fluctuation modes are now rapidly generated. Interference among these incommensurate
modes cause, in general, quick spread the Q-distribution in the phase space resulting in fast initial
production of Wehrl entropy S
p˘q
W . The typical time scale for establishing the interference pattern
is given, via (2.6), by Tent. prod. r∆Lnpxq „ 1. To study the coupling-dependence of initial entropy
production time scale Tent. prod. we note the behavior [41] of the Laguerre function Lnpx ą 0q for an
asymptotically large value of the index n:
Lnpxq “ n
´ 1
4?
π
exppx{2q
x
1
4
cos
`
2
?
nx´ π{4˘ `O ´n´ 34¯ , (5.2)
which immediately produces the estimate Tent. prod.9
?
λ. To test the above estimate, we study (Fig.
6) the transient initial production time for S
p`q
W . Assuming Tent. prod. « 310 units for the coupling
λ “ 0.6ω, our asymptotic estimate immediately allows us to predict the said entropy production time
for the cases λ “ 0.8ω and λ “ 1.0ω as 357.96 and 400.21 units, respectively. These predictions are
very close to the corresponding numerical values marked in Fig. 6. (iii) In the ultra-strong coupling
domain λ „ ω all frequency modes tOpxn r∆q|n “ 0, 1, . . .u and their harmonics quickly arise, and
due to randomness of their incommensurate phases the resultant interference contributions have a
tendency to average out. After the period of rapid initial increment pt " Tent. prod.q, the long time
description of the Wehrl entropy given in Figs. 5 (e, f) suggests that high-frequency (Opωq) quantum
fluctuations are superimposed on an almost stationary value. The relative magnitude of the quantum
oscillations in the Wehrl entropy remains small: |∆SW |
SW
ˇˇˇ
t"Tent. prod.
! 1. Thus the randomization of the
phases of a large number of modes induces an effective stabilization of the occupation in the phase
space after an initial build-up. The hierarchy of the frequency scales present in our model: Opr∆q ! ω
suggests a natural approach towards making the said quasi-stationary property more evident. We
qualitatively describe it below. Following [42] we may obtain physically observed quantities after
a suitable coarse graining of the time scale that acts as a low-pass filter effectively eliminating the
high frequency components in quantum oscillations. The long time behavior of physical quantities,
say S
p`q
W , is set by the interaction modes typically having frequencies Opr∆q, while the high oscillator
frequency ω gives rise to the rapid fluctuations. A coarse graining a` la [42] has a smearing effect on
the high frequency fluctuations as the implicit time-averaging process described therein has a suitable
resolution time pr∆q´1 " T coarse
graining
" ω´1. The contrast between the long time evolution in the strong
coupling (Fig. 5 (a, b, c)) and the ultra-strong coupling (Figs. 5 (e, f)) regimes may be stated as
follows. In the former case the system undergoes an almost periodic dynamical evolution, while in the
latter case the initial state does not recur within a long span of time wherein a quasi-stationary state
prevails. This points towards the emergence of a statistical equilibrium. The changeover between the
two regimes is evident in Fig. 5 (d). Another significant fact in Fig. 5 is that for a fixed value of
the phase-space separation α and in the λ „ ω regime, the time-averaged value of the Wehrl entropy
gradually increases with increasing coupling strength. The averaging is considered after the transient
period of entropy production is over, and the time scale of averaging is taken to be much longer than
ω´1. An increasing expectation value of the number operator xnˆy due to a stronger qubit-oscillator
interaction amounts to a wider spread of the Q-function in the phase space causing an increment in
the Wehrl entropy.
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Figure 6: The initial rise of the Wehrl entropy obtained for ∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.03ω and α “ 3 at
various λ= 0.6ω (red), λ= 0.8ω (green) and λ= 1.0ω (blue).
V.B. Kitten states via long and short time oscillations
It is known that in the context of the Kerr-type of nonlinear self-interacting photonic models the local
minima in the time evolution of the Wehrl entropy of an initial coherent state are associated [31]
with formations of uniformly separated macroscopic superposition of finite number of coherent states
[30-33]. These authors noted that these transient superposition of the macroscopic coherent states are
realized at rational multiples of the time period of the Q-distribution. The number of distinguishable
states participating in the superposition depends linearly on the amplitude of the initial coherent state.
Experimental realization of a nonclassical superposition of multiple coherent states in a Kerr medium
has been achieved [43] recently. Generation of the cat-like states in an arbitrary finite dimensional
bosonic system that admits applying the displacement operation on its ground state has also been
studied [44] in a Kerr-type medium.
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Figure 7: The Qp`qpβq function using (4.3) for ∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.03ω and α “ 3 at various values of
scaled time: (a) 0, (b)Tlong{4, (c) Tlong{3, (d) Tlong{2, (e) Tlong p“ 406081.5q for the chosen coupling
strength λ “ 0.05ω.
Much parallel to the scenario [30-33] in the Kerr medium, our mixed state Q-distribution (4.2)
in the strong coupling limit λ „ 0.1ω represents momentary realizations of macroscopic coherent
states uniformly separated on the phase space at specific times Tp,q “ pp{qqTlong, where pp, qq are
coprime integers pp ď qq. In the small-bias case the parity symmetry (4.4) of the Q-function (4.2)
requires appearance of an even number (2q) of macroscopically distinguishable Gaussian peaks. This
is evident in Fig. 7, where the chosen qubit-oscillator coupling λ “ 0.05ω allows the Laguerre
polynomials to be approximated by their quadratic components, which produce modes of frequency
„ x2 r∆ and its harmonics. Starting with the initial quasi-Bell state (2.9) of the composite system, the
evolution (Figs. 5 (a) and 7) of the Q-function indicates the transient appearances of 8, 6, 4 uniformly
separated Gaussian peaks representing macroscopic coherent states, at rational fractions of the long
time quasi-period of the Wehrl entropy: Tlong{4, Tlong{3, Tlong{2, respectively. However, the presence
of multiple time scales due to the qubit-oscillator interaction in the present model introduces another
novel interference related feature. As explained in the context of Fig. 3 (b), it follows that in the
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Figure 8: The evolution of Wehrl entropy is given around (a) Tlong{2 and (d) Tlong for the coupling
strength λ “ 0.05ω, and ∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.03ω and α “ 3. Corresponding to the local maxima
and minima of the Wehrl entropy the Q-function is given at following scaled times: (b) Tlong{2 `
TsplitpTlong{2q, (c) Tlong{2 ` 2TsplitpTlong{2q, (e) Tlong ` TsplitpTlongq, (f) Tlong ` 2TsplitpTlongq, where
Tlong “ 406081.5, TsplitpTlong{2q “ 567.5, TsplitpTlongq “ 1135.
vicinity of time tTp,q “ pp{qqTlong|pp, qq “ 1u interference pattern develops between the harmonics of
the interaction-dependent linear mode with frequency Opxr∆q. This causes an energy transfer in a
short time scale between the qubit and the oscillator degree of freedom causing a bifurcation (a` la Fig.
3 (b)) of the 2q quasi-probability peaks to 4q equally separated Gaussian peaks representing coherent
state density matrices. We illustrate this in Fig. 8. The local variations of Wehrl entropy in the
neighborhood of pp{qqTlong are given in Figs. 8 (a) and (d), where we fix p “ 1; q “ 2, 1, respectively.
The Wehrl entropy reaches its local minima at the stipulated times Tlong{2, Tlong. The corresponding
‘kitten’ states with 4 and 2 Gaussian peaks are observed in Figs. 7 (d) and (e), respectively. These
regions correspond to the revival of the qubit off-diagonal matrix element Repξp`qq given in (2.14).
Doubling of the number of Gaussian peaks to 4q, as it is manifest in Figs. 8 (b) and (e), occurs
at p1{qqTlong ` TsplitpTlong{qq (q “ 2, 1, respectively) coinciding with the collapse of the element
Repξp`qq that leads to local maximization of the Wehrl entropy. At subsequent revival of the element
Repξp`qq atp1{qqTlong`2TsplitpTlong{qq the number of macroscopic Gaussian peaks again reduces to 2q.
Moreover, the short range splitting time at a particular rational fraction pp{qqTlong scales inversely
with q. For instance, from Figs. 8 (a) and (d) we observe that TsplitpTlong{2q « p1{2qTsplitpTlongq.
In other words, due to the complex nature of the qubit-oscillator interaction in the strong coupling
regime λ „ 0.1ω the high frequency quantum oscillations Opxr∆q are frequency modulated by the
low frequency component Opx2 r∆q. Lastly, a finite bias ǫ breaks the parity symmetry (4.4) of the
Q-function (4.2), which may now evolve into an odd number of Gaussian peaks at suitable times. We
will discuss this issue elsewhere.
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V.C. Complexity
Towards understanding the approach to ergodicity in the phase space the authors of Ref. [35] intro-
duced another measure of the delocalization that qualitatively reciprocates the Wehrl entropy, which
is found to be difficult for analytical computation due to the presence of the logarithmic function in it.
They proposed [35] the inverse of the second moment of the Q-distribution as a measure of complexity
of the corresponding quantum states:
W2pQq “ pM2pQqq´1 , M2
`
Qp˘q
˘ “ ż `Qp˘qpβq˘2 d2β. (5.3)
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Figure 9: The long time evolution of the complexity W2pQq obtained for ∆ “ 0.15ω, ǫ “ 0.03ω and
α “ 3 at the following values of λ: (a) 0.05ω, (b) 0.1ω and (c) 0.9ω.
The complexity of the quantum state W2pQq represents the effective phase space occupied by the
Q-distribution of the oscillator density matrix. The expansion (4.2) allows us to evaluate the second
moment of the Q-distribution as follows:
M2
`
Qp˘q
˘ “ 1
8π
expp´2|α`|2q
$’’’’% 8ÿ
N“0
|α`|2N
2N N !
DN ptq ` 2 exp
´
´x
2
¯ 8ÿ
N,M“0
αN`
`
α˚`
˘M ˆ
ˆ exp `´ ipN ´Mqωt˘minpN,Mqÿ
µ“0
`
λ
ω
˘N`M´2µ
2µ µ! pN ´ µq! pM ´ µq! ˆ
ˆF˘N,µptqF˘M,µptq˚
,- , (5.4)
where the mode sums on the oscillator states are given by
DN ptq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
n“0
ˆ
N
n
˙
C
`
n ptqC`N´nptq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
n“0
ˆ
N
n
˙
C
´
n ptqC´N´nptq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
,
F˘N,µptq “
Nÿ
n“0
ΛN,n,µ C
˘
n ptqC¯N´nptq˚, ΛN,n,µ “
ÿ
k
p´1qk
ˆ
µ
k
˙ˆ
N ´ µ
N ´ n´ k
˙
. (5.5)
The above expression constitute our analytical evaluation of the complexity measureW2pQq. Our plot
for the long time behavior of the complexity W2pQq is given in Fig. 9. Agreeing with the assertion
in [35], its properties faithfully resemble those of the Wehrl entropy. In Figs. 9 (a, b), where the
coupling strength remains λ À 0.1ω, we find that W2pQq exhibits, exactly parallel to the pattern
observed for the Wehrl entropy, a quasi-periodic behavior with the time period inversely proportional
to λ4 expp´x{2q. Chaotic character of W2pQq sets in (Fig. 9 (c)) for the ultra-strong coupling regime
λ Á 1.0ω. The initial time period of a rapid increase in W2pQq in the vicinity of λ „ 1.0ω varies as?
λ. We observe in Fig. 9 (c) that, in the ultra-high coupling regime λ Á ω the complexity W2pQq
assumes, mimicking the Wehrl entropy, a quasi-stationary state, except for the high frequency random
oscillations that may be eliminated by the coarse graining process.
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V.D. Quadrature squeezing and Mandel parameter
For small values of the phase space separation α, quantum interferences manifest in the time evolution
of the Q-distribution (4.2) give rise to various features of the nonclassicality such as appearance of
squeezed states and negative values of the Mandel parameter. The signature of the squeezing is
observed in Fig. 10 at certain times when the variance V
p`q
θ of the quadrature variable, say at θ “ 0,
is rendered less than its classical value 1
2
that holds for the normalization (4.5). For a small separation
α in phase space, the states | ˘ αy interfere and a contour plot of the Q-distribution (Fig. 10 (c))
makes the quadrature squeezing evident. Beginning with a circular shape (Fig. 10 (b)) the Q-function
turns into an ellipse (Fig. 10 (c)) and squeezing appears in an appropriate direction. It follows from
Fig. 11 that at the scaled time ωt “ 408.5 the quadrature variance reaches a minimum value 0.3741
at an angle θ “ 5.71˝. The polar angle at which the minimum quadrature variance is realized varies
with time and depends on the dynamical state of interference of the quantum modes. An increase in
the coupling λ first enhances the squeezing as the quadratic term appearing in the expansion of the
Laguerre polynomial in the interaction Hamiltonian (2.6) plays a key role in producing the squeezing,
much parallel to that of a Kerr-like interaction [45]. The squeezing is, however, present during part of
the oscillations. The coarse-graining process [42] discussed before removes the squeezing property as
the measured quantity is averaged over time T coarse
graining
. In the ultra-strong coupling regime the squeezing
property is eliminated altogether since the phase coherence properties of the Q-distribution, which is
necessary for the squeezing to appear, is destroyed in the domain λ „ ω where the interaction modes
tOpxn r∆q|n “ 0, 1, . . .u of all orders with incommensurate frequencies arise.
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Figure 10: (a) The time evolution of the quadrature variance V
p`q
θ“0 , and the Q function at two different
scaled times: (b) 0, and (c) 408.5 for values α “ 0.05, λ “ 0.3ω,∆ “ 0.15ω and ǫ “ 0.03ω. The
squeezing at scaled time ωt “ 408.5 is evident from the corresponding variance V p`qθ“0 “ 0.3777. The
contour plot (c) also turns elliptic at the said time.
We note that the squeezed state described in Figs. 10 (c), 11 is a nearly pure state of the oscillator
since, at the particular time, its von Neumann entropy Sp`q
ˇˇ
ωt“408.5
“ 0.0374 measuring the mixedness
is much lower than the maximal value. This property may also be studied by observing the qubit
reduced density matrix. During its time evolution whenever the oscillator reaches a nearly pure state,
the qubit also evolves close to a pure state of its own. For inspection, we construct the corresponding
qubit density matrix via (2.12-2.14):
ρ
p`q
Q
pωt “ 408.5q “
ˆ
0.6403 0.4703 ` i 0.0552
0.4703 ´ i 0.0552 0.3597
˙
. (5.6)
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Figure 11: The polar plot (w.r.t θ) of the quadrature variance V
p`q
θ for values α “ 0.05, λ “ 0.3ω,∆ “
0.15ω and ǫ “ 0.03ω at time ωt “ 0 (red), and ωt “ 408.5 (purple) when the least value of variance
0.3741 occurs at an angle θ “ 5.71˝.
Its eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors read: λ1 “ 0.9939, λ2 “ 0.0061, and |λ1y “
p0.7958 ` i 0.0935q|1y ` 0.5983| ´ 1y, |λ2y “ p0.5942 ` i 0.0698q|1y ` 0.8013| ´ 1y, respectively. We
observe that the qubit overwhelmingly (99%) stays at the pure state |λ1y. Physically, emergence of
a squeezed state requires proper phase correlation between the quantum modes. Occurrence of a
random statistical mixture comprising of a large number of pure quantum states destroys the phase
correlation. Therefore, the emergence of squeezed states during the time evolution of the composite
system is possible when the oscillator (qubit) stays close to a pure state.
The Mandel parameter [36] is often used to determine the classical-quantum boundary in exper-
iments where photons are directly detected. It captures any sub-Poissonian behavior in the photon
statistics, and acts as a witness to nonclassicality:
Q
p˘q
M
” x∆nˆ2yp˘q{xnˆyp˘q ´ 1. (5.7)
The coherent state with QM “ 0 characterizes the Poissonian statistics and serves as the benchmark
for the classical behavior. In the current model the interference between the states | ˘ αy for small
values of the phase space separation α produces sub-Poissonian photon statistics QM ă 0 at certain
times during part of the oscillatory cycle. Parallel to the emergence of the squeezed states discussed
earlier the sub-Poissonian property is aided by an initial increase in the coupling since then only the
first few nonlinear interaction terms become prominent. In the ultra-strong coupling domain, however,
it is diminished due to the loss of coherence as nonlinear interaction terms of all orders become active.
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Figure 12: The time evolution of the Mandel parameter for values α “ 0.05, λ “ 0.6ω,∆ “ 0.15ω
and ǫ “ 0.03ω.
Moreover, the ultra-strong coupling enhances the expectation value of the number of photonic
excitations (4.10). The sub-Poissonian statistics is realized when the number of excitations (4.10) is
not macroscopically large: xnˆyp˘q À 1. Using the definition (5.7) and the expectation values (4.10,
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4.11), we now obtain Q
p˘q
M
“ Op˘q{xnˆyp˘q, where the numerator reads
Op˘q “ 2λ
2
ω2
|α`|2 ´ 2λ
ω
expp´|α`|2q
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
pn´ |α`|2qRepG˘n;1ptqq
` λ
2
ω2
expp´|α`|2q
˜
8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
RepG˘n;2q´ expp´|α`|2q
” 8ÿ
n“0
|α`|2n
n!
RepG˘n;1q
ı2¸
. (5.8)
In Fig. 12 we find that at various time segments during the oscillatory cycle the Mandel parameter
achieves significantly negative values. Due to the coarse-graining process discussed earlier the quantum
interference terms in the Q-function is again suppressed and the negativity of the Mandel parameter
disappears. However, the negativity of the Mandel parameter is more robust than the squeezing
property against chaotic behavior in the phase space in the ultra-strong coupling domain. Another
useful characterization of the nonclassicality of the oscillator density matrix is provided by the Wigner
W -distribution [29] that may be determined [46] via a summation procedure involving the matrix
elements of the oscillator density matrix (2.21) in the displaced number states. A more complete
discussion of the observed negativity in the time evolution of the WignerW -distribution in the present
model will be given elsewhere.
VI Conclusion
Using the adiabatic approximation we investigate a qubit-oscillator bipartite system in the presence of a
static bias term in the Hamiltonian for the strong and the ultra-strong coupling regimes. Starting with
an entangled quasi-Bell state we obtain the evolution of the reduced density matrices of the qubit and
the oscillator. Identifying the series with the Jacobi theta functions in the strong coupling domain we
evaluate the qubit density matrix elements in closed form as linear combinations of the theta functions.
The phase space Q-distribution is obtained via the oscillator reduced density matrix. The Q-function,
in turn, provides closed form expressions of, say, the first two moments of the quadrature variable as
linear combinations of the theta functions. The said evaluations of various physical quantities for the
strong coupling and weak bias limit are found to be close approximations of their series counterparts
which are exact results in the adiabatic scheme. Employing the theta functions, we, in the relevant
domain, estimate the revival time of the qubit density matrix and the time of bifurcation of the peaks
of the Q-distribution observed in Fig. 3. The differential structure obeyed by the theta functions may
also be useful in finding interrelations between various correlation functions appearing in the study of
nonclassicality in photon statistics. Moreover, our approach suggests that a suitable generalization of
the theta functions may play an important role for the study of the chaotic state in the ultra-strong
coupling domain.
For an ultra-high qubit-oscillator coupling strength we study the Wehrl entropy and the complexity
W2pQq that measure the delocalization of the oscillator in the phase space. A series expression of the
complexity W2pQq is obtained. For the coupling range λ Æ 0.1ω the long-term periodicity is observed
to follow from the Opx2q term in the interaction Hamiltonian. In this regime the Q-distribution
corresponding to the initial mixed state density matrix of the oscillator evolves at rational fractions of
Tlong to uniformly separated Gaussian peaks representing ‘kitten’ states. Existence of the interaction-
determined multiple time scales in our example, however, gives rise to further bifurcation of Gaussian
peaks at times coinciding with the collapse of the off-diagonal qubit density matrix element Repξp`qq.
In the chaotic λ „ ω domain the transient production time for the Wehrl entropy has been estimated.
Following this period of rapid build up of the Wehrl entropy, the existence of a large number of
incommensurate interaction-dependent modes leads to a randomization of the phases and a quasi-
stationary behavior sets in. For small values of the phase space amplitude of the quasi-Bell state we
observe aspects of the nonclassicality such as existence of almost pure squeezed states of the oscillator,
and the negativity of the Mandel parameter.
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